Evaluation of Lawyers

Evaluation of the President
of the high FEDERAL COURT

Gilbert KOLLY
Swiss supreme Bailiff. He calls himself to be the President of the Swiss supreme
Federal Court – called as well «the commanding tank buster».
«Works» at the Palais of the Federal Court, avenue du Tribunal fédéral 29,
1000 Lausanne 14

Private address: Sentier des Cigales 2, 1700 Fribourg
Phone, working place: 021 318 91 11
Fax working place:

021 323 37 00

Portal of the web: www.bger.ch
Private phone: 026 466 54 59
Marital status: married

Gilbert KOLLY
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The mailbox inscription says that KOLLY is living with his wife, born WASER.

Shots of the house

Access to the villa from the east
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View of the villa from the south

View of the villa from southwest; the Loggia has been added recently.
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Role assumed in the affair LÉGERET
François LÉGERET wrote twice to the President of the supreme Federal Court,
Gilbert KOLLY, submitting requests of reconsiderations concerning decisions of
the Federal Court formulated by obviously stubborn and partial Magistrates
(letters of December 30, 2013 and November 23, 2015), explaining clearly the
obsessions of those magistrates. Unsurprisingly KOLLY, called «the
commanding tank buster» did blindly cover his colleagues and wiped away these
requests without entering into the subject.

Profile
Born on October 25, 1951. Citizen of Tentlingen FR.
Dr. of law and Lawyer of Fribourg. President of the district court of the Sense FR
(1979- 1982), thereafter cantonal Judge of Fribourg from 1987 to 1995).
Mandated to read lessons at the University of Fribourg (1992 – 1999), President
of the Swiss Society of penal law (1994 – 1997), President of the military
cassation court (= super-Politruk) from 2000 to 2005.
Elected federal «Judge» on October 7, 1998. Political party PDC.

He is a Magistrate knowing no hesitation, seen his very large number of known
victims. Among others, KOLLY has stifled 3 cases of corruption, 1 heavy medical
mistake (see affair Daniela SAUGY, described in the file Dominique Creux),
many arbitrary decisions, and last but not least 4 judiciary crimes.
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His victims of the judiciary crime:
Alain BOLLE
The spouses M.-E.+J.-P.S.
Damaris KELLER
François LÉGERET

List of references (observations collected since 2000):
Number of negative references: 21
Number of positive references: 0

KOLLY is an unscrupulous tyrant.
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